[Application of reverse molecular docking technology in target prediction, active ingredient screening and action mechanism exploration of traditional Chinese medicine].
Traditional Chinese medicine(TCM) modernization has gradually become a worldwide trend. Reverse docking technology has also gradually become a useful tool for TCM modernization. It involves docking a small-molecule drug in the potential binding cavities of a set of clinically relevant macromolecular targets. Detailed analysis of the binding characteristics was used for the ranking of the targets according to the tightness of binding. This process can be used to potentially identify the novel molecular targets for the drug which may be relevant to its mechanism of action or side effect. In order to explore the action mechanism, screen the active ingredients and seek the treating target of TCM, reverse molecular docking technology has been widely used and has achieved remarkable results in recent years. In this review, we summarized the application of reverse molecular docking technology in the target seeking, active ingredients screening and potential mechanism exploration of TCM, which may provide more scientific basis for the clinical research and development of new herbal drugs.